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montese ballads was, as we have seen, noticeably narrative, though
the impression was sharpened by the personal preferences of the
collectors. Nigra preferred, and gave first place to, narrative verses,
admitting only a small fraction of the effusions in the lyrical style,
the 'stornelli' and 'rispetti'. Consulting other collectors, such as
Marcoaldi,1 we find that these forms are abundant in the North
also. On the contrary, epic pieces of the northern type, the exist-
ence of which in the southern districts has been formally denied,
are abundant. Barbi gathered 116 versions of Donna Lamb ar da in
Sicily, and Cocchiara announced a form of the Belle mal mariee
from the Basilicata and another from Romagna, the French
Captain and the Beauty from Emilia, The Diver from Umbria, as
well as offshoots of Elveskud (via France) in Venice and probably the
Abruzzi.2 There is no trench separating the north from the centre
and south, and yet the differences are very marked in their sum.
The chief difference is that poetry south of the Po supposes a
background, not of French medieval literature, but of the Italian
Humanities. The hendecasyllable is the established measure, and
is used with virtuosity. The great authors are not too far removed
from vernacular usage to fail in popularity; stanzas from Tasso are
sung by the sailors' wives of Venice. For the purposes of narrative
a middle style has been devised by the 'cantastorie' which is at best
semi-popular.
Even at this day here and there in the cities of Italy, one meets many
'cantastorie', worthy heritors of Daphnis, who sing their songs (usually
strings of octaves) at the corners of the squares, telling stories of knights
who fight not for a lady but for a kingdom, the adventures of lovers,
satires against boors, contests of mothers anxious to marry off their
daughters and debates between brunettes and blondes about the primacy
of beauty. These are, in fact, all the themes of the ancient popular
poetry in flower, clad with new motifs and modern traits: particularly
in those pieces in which we perceive a detailed exposition of local facts
and notorious events. The name changes; at Naples the singer is called
a 'rinaldo5, and at Palermo 'orbo'. The 'cantastorie' is, however, the
successor of the old rhapsodes.3
1	O. Marcoaldi, Canti popolari inediti; umbri, liguri, piceni, piemontesi> latiniy
Genoa, 1855.
2	M. Barbi, 'Scibilia Nobili', Pallante, i, p. 14; G. Cocchiara, VAnima del
Popolo italiano nei suoi canti, Milan, 1927, p. 92 Fior-d'auliva and p. 189 Virgu-
leina, p. 184 La Bella Ingrese and p. 230 Cecilia (Nigra 3), p. 136 UAnello o il
Pescatore, p. 20617 Conte Angiolino and p. 112 Nucenzie (?).
3	G. Cocchiara, VAnimo del Popolo italiano nei suoi canti, Milan, 1927, p. 24.

